
Do not
cross
the legs

Rotational brake

. Clean the inside of the sliding rail with a fine
    cloth and lubricant oil after every use.
    (Recommended: Sprayon Lubricant S00711)

Set UpCineped / Rotational Slider
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. Do not hold sliding platform but hold at 
    ‘Hold here’ sign.. Camera on the rotational slider must stay with in 
    the range of the legs, otherwise it will tip over.

b. Slide the sliding platform to 
    one end of the Slider and 
    mount a fluid head.

a. Before mounting the fluid head,
    check that all 4 legs are well
    balanced.

For further questions .....
please call (310) 533-6900

www.cineped.com

Structure

Mounting a camera

c. Tighten the knob to secure the
    Slider.

d. Slide the sliding platform to 
    both ends and check the 
    bubble level. If the bubble is 
    not level, adjust 2 legs.

a. Hold the Slider by placing the 
    hands at ‘Hold here’ sign.

b. Place the Slider on Quatro
    into the key-way.

a. Remove the camera from the middle 
    position and then slide the platform to 
    the side to dismount the fluid head.

b. Stop brake and rotational brake should 
    be applied in the middle position before 
    the slider goes into the carrying case.

b. After dismounting the fluid head, bring 
    the sliding platform to the middle and 
    loosen the bottom knob.

a. Hold the Slider at ‘Hold here’ sign and 
    put it in the carrying case.

Mounting a fluid head

a. Once the fluid head is mounted,
    bring back the sliding platform
    into the middle and then mount
    the camera

Rotational hub

Stop brake
Magnetic bumper

Mounting a slider on Quatro

. Safety level of leg positions with the slider
. 0   degree - Dangerous
. 15     ”       - Dangerous. 30     ”       - Minimum safety
. 45     ”       - Safe
. 60     ”       - Very safe
. 75     ”       - Very safe. 90     ”       - Very safe
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